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1. (A)       . 14 

  Discuss  according to ‘’. 
/OR 

      . 
  Discuss  according to ‘’. 

 (B)       (  ) 4 
  Answer the following questions in brief : (any four) 

  (1)    ? 

   What is the meaning of  ? 

  (2)       ?  

   What is the acceptance of   ?  
  (3)       ?  

   In which proof () did   doesn’t believe ? 

  (4)       ?  

   Which darshan accepts the arrivals ( ) ?  
  (5) ‘   ’     ?  
   Who believes that there is a spirit of knowledge ?  
  (6)      .  
   Reveal the types of speculation according to Buddhist darshan. 
 

2. (A) ‘’    . 14 

  Give critical evaluation of an epic ‘’. 
/OR 

     ‘’    . 
  Give the characteristics of an epic and evaluate ‘’ as an epic. 
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 (B)       (  ) 4 
  Answer the following questions in the brief : (any four) 

  (1)      ?  

   How many  should be in the epic ? 

  (2)       ?  
   What is an epic based on the Ramayan ? 

  (3)       ? 
   In which epic description of the Himalaya Mountain ? 

  (4) ‘’     ? 

   How many  are there in  ? 

  (5)       ?  
   Which style is used by the poet Bharvi ?  
  (6) ‘’ -   ?  

   Who is the Hero-heroine of ‘’ ? 
 

3. (A) ,    - . 14 
  Write characteristics of ,  and . 

/OR 

      . 
  Describe the female protagonists of the dramas of Bhavbhuti. 

 (B)         (  ) 3 
  Fill in the blanks with appropriate word : (any three) 

  (1) ________    . 
   ________ is the foster father of . 
   (a)  (b)  (c)  
  (2)  ________  . 
   There are acts in________ . 
   (a) 6 (b) 7 (c) 8 

  (3) ‘-’   ________ .  
   ________ is literary form of ‘-’. 
   (a)  (b)  (c)  
  (4) ‘’   ________ . 
   ________ is hero of ‘’. 
   (a)  (b)  (c)  
  (5)   ________  . 
   ________ Rasa () is there in Kalidasa’s dramas. 

   (a)  (b)  (c)  
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4. (A)          . 14 

  Differentiate Vedic Deities and write a detailed note of  and . 
/OR 

     . 
  Discuss the form of Vedic Deities. 

 (B)         (  ) 3 

  Fill in the blanks with appropriate word : (any three)  
  (1)       ________ . 
   ________ is the most important God of  . 
   (a)  (b)  (c)  
  (2) ________     . 
   ________ is the God of policy and goodness. 

   (a)  (b)  (c)  
  (3) ________    . 
   ________ is a friend of . 
   (a)  (b)  (c)  
  (4) ________   .  
   ________ is an adjective of . 
   (a)  (b)  (c)  

  (5)  ________   . 
    is an adjective of ________. 

   (a)  (b)  (c)  
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1. (A)   ,    . 14 

  Write a note on types of  with examples. 

/OR 

     ? . 
  What is ‘’ ? Explain it. 

 (B)     4 

  Do as directed : 

  (1) (a)  +   (b)  +  – (  / Do ) 

  (2) (a)  (b)  – (  /Dissolve the ) 
 

2. (A)     ( ) 14 

  Do as directed : (any seven) 

  (1)     (  / Correct the sentence) 

  (2)  ____   (     / Write the appropriate form of ) 

  (3)     (  / correct the sentence) 

  (4)  _____(     / write the appropriate form of  ) 
  (5)  _____  (, , ) (Write the appropriate form of these) 

  (6)   (  / Correct the sentence) 

  (7)    . (   / Translate in Sanskrit) 

  (8)    (        / Apply  and rewrite the 
sentence) 

  (9)      (    / Apply the form of 

 ..) 
  (10)   ________  (, , ) (  /Fill the gap) 
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 (B)      ( ) 4 
  Give the grammatical forms of following : (any four) 
  (1)    (2)    
  (3)    (4)    
  (5)    (6)    
 

3. (A)        ( ) 14 
  Rewrite the following sentence as directed : (any seven) 
  (1)    (  /Correct the sentence) 

  (2)          .  
  (3)   ________ (       / Write the appropriate form 

of participle of  ) 

  (4)   ________    (      
 –  /  /  / Fill the blank by appropriate form.) 

  (5)      (    / Identify the participle of 
underlined word). 

  (6)   ________   (, , ) 
  (7)        
   ()   ()   
  (8)   ________   (, , ) 
   (Fill in the blank by appropriate participle) 
  (9)    (      . /Use the 

‘’ participle) 

  (10)  ________     (, ,  – Fill in the 

blank by ‘’ participle) 

 (B)       ( ) 3 
  Translate the following sentence in Sanskrit : (any three) 
  (1)      . 
  (2)      . 
  (3)       . 
  (4)   . 
 

4. (A) -    . 14 
  Discuss the status of ‘ ’ in Sanskrit grammar. 

/OR 
           . 
  Write a note on status of pronunciation of ‘’ and ‘’. 
 (B)       3 
  Fill in the following blanks : 
  (1)    ________ . (, , )  
  (2)  ________   (, , ) 
  (3)   ________  (, , ) 
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1. (A)  ..   . 14 

  Write a note on importance of MS Word in computer. 

/OR 

   ..   . 

  Describe the use of MS Excel in computer. 

 (B)        (  ) 4 

  Write correct answer of the following options : (any four) 

  (1) ..  ALT + SHIFT + F1    ________ . 

   (Data Menu, New Workbook, New Worksheet) 

  (2) ..  Ctrl + V    ________  . 

   (Paste, View Menu, Open File) 

  (3)    F5    ________   .  

   (Refresh, Center Alignment, Delete) 

  (4) ..  Ctrl + O    ________  .  

   (Format Menu, Open Menu, Tools Menu) 

  (5) ..  Ctrl + Y    ________ .  

   (ReDo, Copy, Right Alignment) 

  (6)       ________   . 

   (Ctrl + O, Ctrl + N, Ctrl + B) 
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2. (A) ..          
.   14 

  Describe the steps of preparing your biodata in PowerPoint Presentation in MS 

Office. 

/OR 

           ,  
 . 

  Describe how to useful PowerPoint Presentation in learning of stories of 

Hitopadesh.  

 (B)        (  ) 4 

  Write correct answer of the following options : (any four) 

  (1) ..  Ctrl + S     ________   .  

   (Save, Delete, Shortcut) 

  (2) ..  Ctrl + I    ________  .  

   (Italic, Save, Copy) 

  (3) ..      ________ . 

   (Ctrl + P, Ctrl + V, Ctrl + I) 

  (4) ..      ________ .  

   (Ctrl + X, Ctrl + V, Ctrl + U) 

  (5)        ________ .  

   (Ctrl + O, Ctrl + M, Ctrl + N) 

  (6)         ________ .  

   (Ctrl + O, Ctrl + M, Ctrl + N) 

 

3. (A)   -    .  14 

  Write a detail note on how to create your E-mail in computer. 

/OR 

      . 

  Describe the benefits and losses of Internet. 
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 (B)        (  ) 3 

  Write correct answer of the following options : (any three) 

  (1) Yahoo-mail  Gmail  _______   . (-, , ) 

  (2)  -     _______  . 

   (- , -     ,    ) 

  (3)    ________ .  

   (    ,   ,   ) 

  (4)   ________    . (www, info, @gmail) 

  (5) Google ________ . (Website, Search Engine, Gmail account) 

 

4. (A) ..    ’   .  14 

  Describe the names of books in ascending order in MS Excel. 

/OR 

  ..     . 

  Give the steps of making report card in MS Excel program. 

 (B)        (  ) 3 

  Write correct answer of the following options : (any three) 

  (1) MS Office  Ctrl + X    ________ . (Strike, Cut, Copy) 

  (2) -   ________  . 

   (Email Address, password, user name) 

  (3) MS Office  Ctrl + A    ________ . 

   (Select All, Save, Alignment)  

  (4)     ________  . (Save as, Save, Copy) 

  (5) MS Excel  A  Z  ABCD    _______   .  

   (Filter, cell, format)  
 

    


